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Earth Science—Chapter 4—Practice Test 

 

   

Name __________KEY________________________  Date _________________________ 

 

1. c 

2. c 

3. d 

4. c 

5. d 

6. b 

7. a 

8. c 

9. c 

10. d 

11. d 

12. c 

13. c 

14. b 

15. d 

16.  

a) Drainage basins are systems made up of many different parts and processes. Rain is one 

component that flows through drainage basins. Rainfall either enters the soil and becomes part 

of groundwater or flows overland. The water in streams is derived mostly from these sources. 

In the upland parts of drainage basins, smaller streams typically exhibit higher gradients than 

larger streams that develop lower in the drainage basin. The confluence of tributaries feeds 

water into larger streams. Large rivers that flow from one drainage basin often converge with 

other rivers to form even larger channels. This illustrates how many smaller basins are 

interconnected to form large-scale regional drainage basins. As a result of these interactions, 

the input of rain in one part of the basin can affect distant parts of the drainage basin many 

hours later.  

b) Answers will vary. 

17.  Because mass movements, by definition, involve the transfer of rock, sediment, and soil on slopes, 

then velocity is a good classification characteristic. Some mass movements are very fast, such as 

rockfalls, rock avalanches, and some rockslides. On steeper slopes, they can achieve speeds in 

excess of 100 meters per second. Much slower movements are more subtle. Soil creep is as slow as 

a few centimeters per year on gentle slopes. Creep can cause trees and fences to lean. Mass 

movements can also be classified according to their volume. Very large-scale mass movements, 

such as rock avalanches and rockslides, can involve billions of cubic meters of material (and can 
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travel very quickly!). In contrast, a small slump, for example of wet soil and sediments in a forest 

slope, may only be several tens of cubic meters in volume. The style of movement varies from one 

kind of mass movement to another. Rockfalls often involve freefalling and bouncing blocks of rock 

as sections of steep cliffs collapse. Rockslides often move like gigantic sleds of rock down slopes 

and stay together fairly well. Rock avalanches, like their snowy relative, flow downhill as a mass of 

grains without cohesion. Slumps in wet sediments tend to flow as slurry (a soupy mixture) and 

form tongue-shaped deposits as they run out. 

18.  
a) Vegetation projects as a relatively rough surface into the airflow. As a result of this more and 

more particles are trapped on the surface. The patch absorbs saltating grains and continues to 

grow. The increase in size results in an increase in the volume of trapped sand which is a result 

of positive feedback.  

b) The sand dune has two slopes, a shallower one on the wind-facing or windward slope, and a 

steeper slope on the sheltered leeward face. Particles saltate along the windward slope and 

topple down the leeward slope. This increases the angle of the leeward slope until it reaches it 

maximum angle of repose. The slope then fails by avalanching to a lower more stable angle. 

This dampening effect is an example of negative feedback. Extension is commonly associated 

with divergent plate margins. 

19. Low-gradient streams tend to contain higher concentrations of pollutants because they are at the 

end of the line of many tributaries that may contribute polluted waters. These streams are often 

found in densely populated areas with a lot of river traffic and frequent pollution spills. High-

gradient streams are usually found in the upper parts of drainage basins where there are fewer 

sources of pollution. On the other hand, where pollutants are transported from upland drainages, 

the concentration of pollutants is often much higher just downstream of some input point along a 

high-gradient stream. These pollutants are then diluted downstream by water from other streams. 

20.   

a) The size of particles transported in streams is controlled by the stream flow velocity. Once the 

threshold velocity for a particle is reached, it will move into the flow. For a given flow velocity, 

a mixture of different sized grains up to the maximum particle size for that flow velocity will 

be moved along the channel. If the flow velocity decreases, larger particles that can no longer 

be transported will drop out of the flow to the streambed. The flow velocity controls which 

particles will be picked up and when they are deposited. Along the banks of slow-moving 

streams with low-angle banks, fine-grained mud and silt are deposited. In deeper parts of the 

channel, where the flow is higher, large particles will be transported and deposited as velocity 

varies. 

b) Streams can deposit poorly sorted sediments during periods of flood. Streams in flood often 

achieve very high flows for a relatively short period of time. Depending on the flow velocity, 

they can carry sediment sizes ranging from silt- to boulder-sized particles for a short period. 

As floodwater subsides, the stream flow velocity decreases. As a result, the stream loses its 

ability to carry the same load. Where the stream once flooded its banks, a poorly sorted 

mixture of coarse- and fine-grained particles are deposited together. Deposits of pebbles and 

finer particles form the sedimentary rock conglomerate. 

21. Valleys in high mountainous environments are commonly glaciated. Glaciers widen and fill the 

valley floor, which promotes a U-shaped profile. When glaciers retreat, mountain streams flow 

along the widened valleys, but their profiles often remain steep enough for them to keep a fairly 

straight channel. 
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22. Slopes have important effects on drainage. The top of the slope will be dryer than the base of the 

slope because rainfall will move downward either as surface runoff or as subsurface flow. As a 

result, soils at the base of the slope will have more moisture. Basal soils will have more water 

available to take part in the chemical weathering of bedrock and particles in the soil. Following 

heavy rain, basal soils may become waterlogged as soil pores are filled. If continuously 

waterlogged, then soil development can be inhibited. Soils in the upper slope will remain less 

prone to becoming waterlogged. Soil stability is also a factor. Gradual mass movement by soil 

creep will transfer soil from the upper to the lower part of the slope and form thicker soils. Winds 

on the upper parts of slope may remove more dead organic materials from the soil than lower, 

less-exposed parts of the slope. 

 

23.   
a) The key to poor sorting by glaciers is the general lack of flowing water to sort sediments in the 

outwash area where the ice is melting out. The area in front of a glacier is a dumping ground 

for particles of varying size. At the front of the glacier, the terminal moraine is formed as soil 

and rock are bulldozed by the advancing ice. Particles vary in size from boulders to fine-

grained clays. Moraine is also formed from material of various sizes carried on top of the 

glacier, within glacial ice, and at the bed of the glacier. Only the material at the base of the 

glacier is significantly reduced in size as a result of being used as a tool to scour the bedrock. If 

the fine rock four is washed into melt-out pools, it might get sorted, or it will be deposited 

along with cobbles and larger grains. However, as the ice melts back from the terminus, its 

load is dumped to form an undulating plain of sediments. If melt water streams flow across the 

outwash, some localized sorting is possible. 

 

b) Glacial deposits are relatively easy to recognize because of their texture and the shape of their 

landforms. Where glacial deposits are identified, scientists can make inferences about the 

climate of that region during the time of glaciation. 

 

24.   
a) At first glance it would seem very unlikely that the sea could be both generally rising and 

falling along the same section of coast. 

 

b) This can happen where the height of one section of the coast rises relative to the sea while 

another section falls relative to the sea. If sea level is generally rising, then a coastline will have 

submergent characteristics like the development of estuaries, or drowning of barrier islands. 

However, it is possible that only part of a coastline can rise, while adjacent parts do not. This 

can happen either tectonically by faulting, or as a result of the removal of a large load, e.g., by 

de-glaciation. If the rate at which the part of the coast rises is greater than the rate at which 

sea level rises then that part of the coast will be emergent while the other parts will be slowly 

drowned (submergent). 


